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Do not expect to have all your questions answered. Do not expect:

to be magically transformed into a professional research methodologist

In fact our goal is more to provoke questions than to provide answers. Our=

hope is that you will use this introduction as a stepping stone into the_

vast and complicated yet meaningful unknown world of social research =-='--

Part I Everything you always wanted to know about research but didn't-

know how to ask.

What is it that we want to research. Our first step in the research

interested in studying. Although we ask ourselves questions all the ti

we do not usually consider these to be social research. For example, John
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point. A problem you decide to study might be almost anything with=

which you are concerned. The most important ingredient is your own

interest or desire to explore the problem. The term problem, as used here--

in discussing research, means any topic of concern or any issue raised=-

for study. Be careful not to restrict the meaning of "problem" to " something=

wrong" or to something in conflict with your own or society's values.

It is helpful to state the problem in the form of a question. For

v*ment in community organizations increase
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nanswer

nformation you obtain have somelpract

significance in real-life situations?

Of what interest or importance is your problem theoretically?

will your findings probably be useful in developing ideas

Have you narrowed your problem sufficiently so that it

can reasonably be handled with the time and resources you

B. What is the purpose or gcfalof the study?

Social research generally falls into one of two categories although=

any project may have both of the following goals.

1. The main purpose of an exploratory study is to examine a problem -===

or fii-clgin order to uncover areas for more intensive study. We often_ __

think-o 7-7pe of procedure as a descriptive analysis. Our goal is

accurately and systematically paint a picture of what is occurring,

report about, or to describe, some phenomenon which interests us. This -==
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-Drug addiction is related to social status, age, education

--Mobile home dwellers are more likelyth be young married

couples or:retirees rather than families with children

The averagez=mobile home dweller moves his home very infre

quently; perhaps, only once every five years

Almost all groups have a tendency to ha_v_e -tire leaders

2. The main purpose of the hypothesis testing study is to determine the

relationship existing between two or more variables. The hypothesis

testing study places emphasis on the reasons for, or the causes of,

attitude or behavior. It attempts to explain the phenomenon rather than

just describe it. This type of study answers the questions how? and why? ===

An hypothesis is a statement of a relationship between variables. For exam
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economic-

d. marital status and rates of suicide.

One variable is called the independent variable. This is the variable

which either comes prior in time (to the other variable); or is thought to

be a possible causal factor of the other variable. The second variables-

called the dependent variable. This is the variable which either comesftet

For example, we explain voting preference the dependent variable by t

causal factor of income the independent variable.

To summarize, the purpose of social researc is either to explore and

describe social phenomenon or to test "hypothesis that examines the re.,

lationship between variables. In developing a hypothesis you should IceOp

in mind that your variables should be clearly defined. You must be cagable
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reeeard

weremlnterested in discovering the differences between rural and urban

communities as much as they were interested in describing individual towns-

and cities. Today, due to the effects of the mass h edia and rapid trans --

portation, rural-urban differences are not as great as they were at one time-,

and community studies have tended to become focused on problems "within

the community. This new perspective allows researchers to focus on on

area of community life at a time and often on one particular question or =t--

In the next few pages, we will describe the three basic methods

data gathering from which you will choose when conducting your own

research and then describe four areas of community211

The three principal methods of gathering information for research purposes

are observation, questioning, and the use of available data. In this setitfilt_

we present a brief discussion of each method examining the usefulness and-

practicality of each in terms of community research
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vol ve=

deal of information on political activity, church involvement atilt_

fe. Eventually, his attention became focused on the "street-

gangs in the neighborhood=. He observed two gangs and learned-_----_ =

among other things the diff-,rencee-in the behavior of gang leaders an

or example, that the gang leader was more likely, than other =

gang members, to be expected to fulfill all of his personal obligations ari& _ _

that the leader always spent more money on his followers than they spent

on him. Whyte noticed that when the leader was not present, the othet===

members of the gang were divided into a number of small groups rather==the

Other observation studies have focused on church groups, community

n another well-knottn-

described the day-to-day lives of unemployed black men in-Washing
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Onsumi

-m-Bans=

orrwfien =ne ti

_ = = Witlioutsconsulting - otlier memliers owersw

with each other in the leader's absence. Thus, Doc was unable to

answer some questions about the gang's behavior

Observation need not be limited to extremely long periods of time

such as a year or more. An observer might spend an afternoon watching

children playing on a playground or in a kindergarten class noting how

children from different backgrounds behave, whether there are friendship

groups, which children are in each group and how members of different

groups interact. (This suggestion provides another i;lustration of the

special usefulness of observation. The children would have a difficult

time answering a researcher's sophisticated questions about their behavior.

A researcher might attend City Council meetings over a period of weeks or

months to learn how t ez=repres_entatives of different districts in the city

differ from one another in their discussion of the issues and voting activity,

whether there are political factions among the Council members, or simply

how a formal Council meeting proceeds. An even simpler use of observation
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out oLa=part cu avar

crowded wit ome-s c-Vior

riessme

etter,su

a orii a e ase wpo m= a

refers to the fact that people (even sociological researchers) often see

what they want to see or what they expect to find, thus biasing the results

of a study. A means ET0 Ai:aiding this problem is to have two or more

res=earchers observe the same activity. The notes of the independent ob-s-er_v_ero

_are likely to be somewhat different, requiring a discussion.anicin-

res_earcherszin order to arrive at some consensus regard its-gEw

St of ins tructibn-sa

e-A-es_earchers _have m

m
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a-ricHkr AbefriberSArid sides -from - av ri =read= -news pa

-c_c-ountsi-of= a-sti-din=
et Anembert

filar

Re =places a mark on the appropriate line each time one of the council ==

ss knowledgeable researcher, on the other han

Council meetings he is interested

complete, the researcher is better_a erniine

your inteitletaionsk
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being observed: on -m 'iovercome== -no ,revealin
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f,UESTIONING

acres -may be self-administered, that is, filled out by the respondents themt

selves , or completed by an interviewer who personally asks the questions=

to the respondents. In addition to questions concerning the focus of

research (such as attitudes concerning the need for a day-care center in the-

---a;Or feelings about police-community relations or landlord-tenant relatiOnt

uestionnaire should also include questions on the background chalt-=,

'the respondents. The complete list of background informatibn

encl-sin part on the object of the study, but we can give a partial list=

n ortation that is commonly obtained. Usually included are questiona

age - fsex, marital status, t,..lcupation, income, education, religious

ay-care center in a neighborhood, the researcher will want to
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cheracteristics.

specific questionnaires. As with the different types of observation, when--

the student has limited knowledge about the area of inquiry, perhaps th6

best approach is to conduct intensive interviews with well-informed

respondents. A researcher may want to find out how an important community=

decision has been made. He or she decides to question some of the peopl#

--- whom the local newspaper reports as participants. Because intensive

interviews will require more time than questionnaire interviews, it is

necessary to lti_dk-_6n appointment with the respondent or respondents before,i

_ hand. When thappointment is made, the interviewer should tell the re- =-=-=

sporidett-lwhat subject area the interview will be concerned with and how

= = = tieforesti*AilidPforwandwfiature of thtlyeluestions are decided.
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ommun _communities = rei=exis

The questions to ask of available data are: Is the information

accurate? and Does the information which is available help to answer

In some cases, available information will be too dated--

for your purposes; in others, it may not conform directly.to your nee

Here we list some of the major sources of available informationV

1) Census Data Census data can be found in local librarias

or may be obtained directly from the Superintendent of

ocuments at the 'U.S. Government Printing Office in

Washington. Local or county planning boards may also

What kinds of information does the census give us? The census

provides housing and population statistics for the United States as a whble,

each state, counties, metropolitan areas, cities and even small areas
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st cs=re star

--=co oro

es=s

they will most likely be found at the local library or

3) Newspaper Clipping Files Local newspaper offices not

only have collections of back newspapers, they very often

maintain clipping files indexed by subject areas and prom-

in( at community names for the use of their reporters. Out

sides are usually allowed to study these files which are

particularly useful for following the course of a community

hamber of Commerce - The local Chamber of Commerce can

tovide information on local business and industry. Chamber

Commerce reports usually paint a rosy picture of the

nimunity's future, but they do include useful and up -to -date
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ornia on

services, clinics, counseling services, drug rehabilitation

centers, unemployment and job training offices,

8) General Reference Material The public or university library

in the community will probably have a special section on

the city. In addition, the reference department has many use,-

fuI sources of information and a reference librarian to he

s-e-rfation, questioning, and the use of available dath

methods of collecting information for research in the community. Each

approach has advantages and limitations, and you should carefully corisi

enomenomyou choose tors
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overnment hospitals pliso einum

people in certain communities. Census data can give you a rough idea

of the number of people employed in this sector.

For financial information about particular businesses, consult Moo

Industrial Manual and/or the companies' annual reports which -afe-on file

executives, see Poor's Register of Corporations, Directors and Executives:

o-vbe interested in the labor movement ih atommunity.

rcentage of workers in your.commun ;,members

eetwO
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o,= _a r

ere-ie

Other questions to consider under the general heading of economic

for whites and blacks, males and females? Are there any job-training

How many families or individuals are on welfare

tUttUre of the local government begin

le-an organizational chart of-the ci

Overnmeri re-ct gextent==
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rare-propert axe

11-stente

overnnie

Under the heading of politics, consider the strength of the major

litical:partieeEfrom the election laws obtainable at city hall or from t

=Secretary -of State. If you are interested in voting statistics for particulacr---

areas in -ommunity, go to the city clerk's office for local election

ta= tisti-e_saridi the county clerk's office for state and congressional electidrie=.

D get a ward or precinct map from the city or county clerki

interested in the workings of the city council or assembly

3 few me= etings -they are open to the public. If you have a question

ommunity or neighborhood attitudes concerning a particular politidAl

e=mplain aboutvpolicebrutality an
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_crime:A- e--:sitreet :_c-OmmUriity,Attitu

ritiewf re s ideritt romsseyera e- community an

8:and-dont-tic_

__reporrS

from-the Census BureaumprovAtie a greartleial=sofoinfOnnation on the condition

of housing in the community as a whole and for smaller areas such as

census tracts and city blocks. You can learn where most homeowners

and renters live, where the most and least expensive dwelling units are

located and what kind of facilities the dwelling units in each block house,

community and whether blacks pay higher rents than whites 's-Aar -oustrigof

her questions to consider are: What types of con

ristrtid ton w well are controls enforced? How many peop_164iVe

there any tenant organizaticiri_
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ucationn

liss--urid-e-rthe-rotheriheadinijs,--the-idata= collection' concerning -the

edu-cationalz- s_ys_tent-sh-oul

of ucatiorF s-A

-b_e_girv-with=availa-b_le- date. The local Board-

the to-go-for the -basic fa-cts about the

schoo s ste er__e==you_ name-s and -boundaries _o

et-a- to ri-ationsEi_arithexpe-nditures-_=, _-number __of students

ra-c- a

-c-oraribut-e7

Have lodd_

typically been approved or turned down? Howrnuchmone- _

pupil for the entire system and for each schoorL Are the schools ov_ercroW ed?

tationsi- -a stern u-se_d- senior

nFavera- Anathernat

articular- schools -an

out A.ac
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i----- -

attempting to de-segregate the school system. You may also want to

sk:riow how many children-Who are eligible to go to public schools attend

private e_ ones . :How- many-of-these a tt6r1c17-Ptiv_a_te =-_schdol s-Within the=

communi-ty?_ Whatz,are-the----apportunities---for- adult education-_--in-the community?

Economic -structure, -gotr6rnmerit,_ educaticirf-and7houSing are

_thany:areas -of-community life=which 'you---_as=i-a_- sodiali=reSearcher may-warit--- _

e-urge=-yOui-_to 1=think-i=of=othet=_ar6as-goLinteres_for community-

_-,,a-craila
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A-ti-OUtlitie =of -Questions
= -involved= -in- =

Sociological

APpendix A

"Sociological:Research assembles, organizes and -facts that
help to = explain_ human actiVity."=

Diagram-of-theillesearch-=Protess

-= EMpirical--=

uest ons we

resen
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Appendix B-i

With the cooperation of the Newark Police Department, Rutgers -- The State University
- is conducting a study of po1ict,mmuntty relations. We are asking your cooperation

in filling out this questionnaire. There are no right and wrong answers ./ There are
onLy opinions, and every man is entitled to his own. The purpose of the study is to
find out how you feel about the questions that are asked belbw. Do not sign your
nim. No one will over know what opinion you personally have given. Our only
request is that you give us 1our opinions as honestly and' as accurately as you can,

- without being influenced by the opinions of others. We hope our study mayprove uso-
ful for both the police and the community of Newark.

1. Age at last birthday: years old. 2. Rank:__________________________

3. In what capacity do you usually work as a policeman? foot patrolman
motor patrol
motorcycle unit
traffic control

=

4. What was your usual occupation before becoming a policemen?

5.. Have you served in the military? Ycs No (if Nø. (o To Ouestion 6

r

ever so

6. Ro1iqtou preference: 7.

9. Ho

1O.,Nur

12.Wh

_Navy___
Coast Guard_____
National Guard____

with the military police? Yes____

8. Race:

White
_BlacL==

Spish
_Other (1ease

1fl&f!4fl

5,000-20,000
D, 000-25,000
,000 -30,000
rer 30,000
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ave yoli ever 1 ved in= the same neighborhood with black families?

you _a-re- black; avei_youteverlived=in-t er:s_ame7neighborh-o_c_id:with --White: families ?

ova- _would =you - c=lassify - yourself political i
Democrat- ConservativA--
Re_public_aTT Moderate
Indo=p-endent Liberal

Radical

Gener_a -you think the people in the neighborhood off 41ave the

roTViding4tro_ c_
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Ilow-vood=a_job_do_ the-polibe Ao__beingrespec the---neighborhood-
_4hete- you =work=?- =-=-=

-_____ =Very-good- = z pretty good not to_--good-

oultryou--va-nt your childItc(be2-apolid-eman?-
-or_twhy mot? = _

At the present timer, _do-you think: (check one ne_ach column
there 4rensatighrblatksron the force therare enough_irOnti Fmerr_
there are- too-many-blacks on the force_

-the- tifeTe==are too many youn=

thenumber is about right
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reat

a-gre-e Agree Disagree otrongly disagree

Blacks have less respect for law and order than White-18 do.
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-

Ple-e-e-check -Whethet---the follbwing-statementss-abOut-014ce_ hehavior -happen fee-
qu_eritly, -1-e6iTietinies rieVef=halIp-e-h=in-yout-ri614hborhd6

W_E_N DEALING Wink PEOPLETIN-THE-NRIGHB
WHEREI.YOU_WORK,==--=GENE_RAL - I= E:-=---i Fre-oil-brit - Sometimes=- = Never
-1)-nMetk_ilespecti--liee-gnsulthig--Language-------
2)TfGEVO-tVo-heereir Sheke------"-'----1---"-===-----==-
3 )- -Act Like Bigs hbte----7----==---------------_--=-----_--= --- :-if-f-- -= --

A)Y-Kte- -11,4-e-sie--Mfe-r&- hen--You-NebsdgThel-=-7--"
-)-=-_ s_ ifrie-deeedir FtitMdkilig-F-Atfete-=-='=-===--

7_-Filh ly=thicl-qlelad =--'-' -====-===s-rfII---- -7

7)7Sdett People Wi hout Good -den==:1====-1--=--
-----8) -Are -Hone t===-===-------------------------------

9)Seafd ' it = =ith-biW Goo- e-a'S-tifir''-'1---= '=

peoplethe- people =in the= neighborhood-where-you_work
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Appondix-

Thci-,iriformatio-n-srecoivo-d-Ifrom-_thisques tionnairenwIllsibe used- in compiling -data-

lorproject_-at Rutgers - -The= St: Ite7:Uriiversity. Please-put-a check in front of the=

answer thatnbest applies- to---you'. -iIn _somer=cas es _ -short-written :_answer= is- requested.

Thalikiyou--for your =coo peration---
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-= --7-

6. Yearly income: Husband's Income Wife's Income
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12-._Formerly, 'had-
yo_tir-own== outez
a = rented
an-_apartmenti=--
a- mobile -home

sometimes
once in a great while
never
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------_ _ _

---=

. -most=of your= visitingF:end==Soclalitiin4--7ineide=or=outside-th
ne bTOrhoadAperk12_

_ ostly outside --

of -e-e-e:Imilie-e--or I

mobile home =par-k=, apartment :comPlex
neisjhborhoOcLi

=num tr
o

Count the
s_ uburban-rietghborhoo&

that were outside--the

ike to meet more people in the apartment compie
yes ds

.apartmentas
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31.= A person can usually feel free to drop in any time for a visit with most
people- in this apartment complex.

strongly agree
partially agree
do not agree or disagree
partially disagree
strongly disagree

Aside from-a possible change in occupation, it would make a great
differende to me -if-we had-to r...,ve out of this apartment complex.

strongly agree
partially -agree
do -not agree orrdisagree
'partially- disagree
strongly-disagree

=When- you -think.aboutzza-plac_e do-.you.think- _

be really at home
e-re 4 robibly,would---feel-jUst- aS--much-:

snottier du. .move

OW4111
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housing?
t. Res!).

Schools
Safety
Neighbors
Economy
Convenience
Job
Availability_
Privacy
Space (room)
Interior
Exterior

How satisfied do you think people around here fee_ l about this community?
(What do they like? What do = they dislike?)

Dislikes:

_ Yes No --No =dpintOns

B. How many people here are good= neighbors?
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How many of your neighbors greet you, say "Good morning", or say "Hello"
to you on the street? (Does the individual expect a greeting?)

from: Most people
Some
A few
None

Do your children like this neighborhood? Why -? Why not? (Try to ask
children) Children's feelings:
Likes: Like it very much

Tolerable
Dislike it

7. Are there a lot of "bad" kids in- the neighborhood_?

mments:

-some_= roble
ati ere=e

Are there a -lot-Of---thuggings--and-ourglades-In this sn-ei-ghborhoo

worried:about either- you--oryoUr- -childrenbeing_--_victimiEed=? -s- :

Comments: :very -worried =-
-_ --gonieWhat=_wortied--

__ tio_t:- very worried
-i _ _snot:worried:at :all _

1. How do -you think_ your___neig_hhorho-od--compares-_=with-;b_thers1-_-
,-- (in terms of safety frOth-crithe) --

CoMmentg:
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12. Do you feel safe walking around at night in your neighborhood?

perfectly safe
fairly safe
not very safe
very unsafe

13. Do you ever NOT go somewhere you might want to go because it is

Yes No

14. How do you feel about the management? _(Apts. & Mobile homes)
Specific complaints.

hat-do:you believe other=-peOple-_:think=aboutinebil -home- -dvtellers1
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17. Should we have more mobile homes? Why? Why not?

What about for old people and low income families?

mobile home= residents - - How could -_tt
problems -of-people living in mo ome

_e-goVertutent2help--__


